
The Planning Machine

PROJECT CYBERSYN
Beer’s mission was to deliver a hypermodern information system 
that’d bring socialism into the computer age

Operations Room: 
center of Project Cybersyn (for “cybernetics synergy”)

Project Cyberfolk: 
Track the real-time happiness of the entire Chilean nation in response to 
decisions made in the op room

-  algedonic meter, indicated moods ranging from unhappiness to bliss
-  connect these devices to a network

Allende’s Acute Dilemma: 
How to nationalize hundreds of companies, reorient their production toward 
social needs, and replace the price system with central planning, while 
fostering the worker participation that he had promised? 

- management cybernetics would allow for the reengineering of socialism
– command-line economy
– pre-Internet of Things: “The on-line control computer ought to be sensorily 
   coupled to events in real time…” (Beer)

Cities + Cybernetics:

Real-time data analysis is allowing city agencies to operate in a cybernetic manner

- “I am not interested in causation except as it speaks to action” (Flowers) 

“Algorithmic Regulation”:

Aim is to replace rigid rules issued by out-of-touch politicians with fluid and 
personalized feedback loops generated by gadget-wielding customers

- Reputation becomes the new regulation
- collect as much relevant data from as many sources as possible, analyze 
   them in real time, and make an optimal decision based on the current 
   circumstances rather than on some idealized projection

Today:

Resemblance of Operations Room to Apple aesthetic:  all-white, utilitarian surfaces 
and oversized buttons

Cybersyn anticipated more than tech’s form factors

– Nest belonging to Google, functionality: ability to learn through data analysis 
– Uber:  ensure that the market reaches a homeostatic equilibrium by 
    monitoring supply and demand for transportation

Sensors in our cities can shift behavior

– new smart parking system in Madrid charges different rates based on year/
   make of the car, punishing drivers of old, pollution-prone models

The question of data ownership

– “information is a national resource”  Beer 

Case study in Cybersyn capitalism

– Instead of sticking to fixed rates for car rides, Uber can charge floating rate 
    depending on market conditions when an order is placed

CYBERNETICS: 
Scholars noticed social, natural, and mechanical systems exhibit similar patterns of 
self-regulation

- ex. thermostat: “ how little it needs to know in order to do its job”
 needs to compare its actual output with predefined output and 
readjust its input 

– human bodies are feedback machines: always self adjusting: homeostasis 
- ubiquitous in both the natural and the mechanical worlds
- Beer: even corporations are hemostats 

CONCLUSION: 
While cybernetic feedback loops do allow us to use scarce resources more 
effectively, the easy availability of fancy thermostats shouldn’t prevent us from 
asking if the walls of our houses are too flimsy or if the windows are broken. A 
bit of causal thinking can go a long way. For all its utopianism and scientism, 
its algedonic meters and hand-drawn graphs, Project Cybersyn got some 
aspects of its politics right: it started with the needs of the citizens and went 
from there. The problem with today’s digital utopianism is that it typically 
starts with a PowerPoint slide in a venture capitalist’s pitch deck. As citizens in 
an era of Datafeed, we still haven’t figured out how to manage our way to 
happiness. But there’s a lot of money to be made in selling us the dials. 

Datafeed:

4 screens: show hundreds of pictures and figures at the touch of a button, 
delivering historical and statistical information about production

-  ashtray and a small holder for a glass were built into one of the armrests for 
    each chair 

“sometimes, it seemed, the task of managing the economy went 
better with a buzz on.”

-  armrest featured rows of buttons for navigating the screens
-  screen simulated the future state of Chilean economy under various 
    conditions
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